recover the cognitive and ethical connection with nature. Maya's philosophical turn resonates with Aldo Leopold's ecological-ethical call to listen to the wolf that lives in the mountains and in ourselves, and which has been forgotten by modern society. Continuing the life of Maya's thought, the work of the Colombian philosopher and the U.S. ecologist, Leopold, will be discussed in the context of a counterpoint between South and North American perspectives on environmental philosophy at the Fifth Conference on Latin/Inter-American Environmental Thought in Magallanes, Chile, on 16 to 19 March 2012.
Maya was also a builder of institutional spaces for environmental philosophy in Latin America. In 1987, at the National University of Colombia, he opened the window to anomalous thinking-without secure foundations, apodictic bases, teleologies, or universal axioms; a philosophical thought that will remain in the margins of the philosophy of subject and object, where reason is the starting point, only path, and port of entry. This window places modernity's most precious creations-reason, science, technology, progress and development-in jeopardy. One of Maya's famous statements resonates beautifully with the opening phrase of Edmund Husserl's lecture in Vienna in 1935: "The crisis of the sciences is not a crisis of method, but one of meaning." "The environmental crisis," said Maya in his book The Environmental Fragility of Culture, published in 1995, "is not a crisis of natural resources, but one of civilization."
This environmental crisis began to undermine the most genuine and untouchable philosophical principles of modern philosophy. For this reason, Maya rigorously explored the origins of the persistent division in Western culture between society and nature, culture and nature, and reason and nature. This work was laboriously carried out in the book series Reason of Life (1997 Life ( -2003 , which culminated with two great works that today are mandatory reading in the burgeoning environmental philosophy-ethics-aesthetics community: The Return of Icarus and The Enigma of Parmenides. In these beautifully written works, Maya left a legacy of infinite value for the community of environmental thought in Colombia, in Latin America, and throughout the world. The Return of Icarus invites philosophy to return to Earth, to an immanent philosophy. As a contribution to this endeavor, the Center for Environmental Philosophy at the University of North Texas, in collaboration with the University of Magallanes and the University of Colombia, is preparing an annotated translation for the English-speaking world.
In his work that is his life, and his life that is his work, Maya places the environmental crisis in terms of the ecosystem-culture relationship, a model that resignifies, redefines, and reconfigures the environment as an emergence of that dense, complex relationship. Since nineteenth-century ecology, the environment has been reduced to nature without man, to an ecosystem outside the human socio-cultural system. Maya's vast proposal places the environmental crisis within the socio-culturalecosystem relationship, and proposes the possibility of an environmental society in which environmental thought-as a way of thinking about how we inhabit this Earth-would be the foundation of politics, economics, and the symbolic world.
